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ABSTRACT
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have become popular for
many machine learning applications. Recently, accelerators either
in ASIC or using FPGA have been proposed to achieve low latency
for classification as well as reduce the energy consumption. However, with increasing variety of deep learning models and proliferation of FPGA devices and families, realizing a high-performance
design becomes challenging. In this paper, we propose an algorithmarchitecture co-design methodology based on the computational
characteristics of CNN models and the features of underlying hardware to realize high performance designs. To speed up various CNN
models, our methodology consists of two levels of optimization for
convolution in the frequency domain: (1) At the algorithm level,
we reduce the total number of operations. We propose a new technique called Concatenate and Pad (CaP). By applying it with its dual
operation Overlap and Add (OaA), we can match various image
sizes to any given FFT size. Our hybrid algorithm based on native
FFT, OaA-FFT and CaP-OaA-FFT achieves significant computation
reduction for a wide range of CNNs. (2) At the architecture level,
our goal is to maximize the utilization of limited on-chip resources.
We develop highly efficient hardware building blocks to support our
algorithmic optimizations. We develop a simplified performance
model which captures the constraints of a given hardware device
such as external bandwidth, logic resources and on-chip memory.
The performance model leads to a reduced design space which is
explored using bounded parameter scan to realize a high performance FPGA design for a CNN. We illustrate our methodology by
proposing two FPGA designs for AlexNet using throughput and
latency as performance metrics. Experimental results show that the
two designs achieve throughput of 163.4 GOPS and latency of 12.4
ms respectively, on the Intel HARP heterogeneous platform. Our
designs significantly improve the state-of-the-art implementations
of AlexNet on FPGAs.
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INTRODUCTION

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are gaining increasing
popularity in a variety of applications including computer vision,
signal processing and natural language processing [14, 24, 26]. To
achieve better accuracy, deeper and larger CNN models are being
explored. This leads to high throughput requirement [19]. To embed
CNNs into real time applications, single image classifcation time is

critical. This results in low latency requirement [4]. Furthermore,
with the progress in deep learning, there is increasing diversity
in terms of CNN models and accelerators. Therefore, a flexible
accelerator design for large scale CNNs to realize high throughput
and low latency becomes a crucial problem to address.
In recent years, many CNN accelerators have been implemented
on GPU [3, 13, 22], ASIC [10] and FPGA [20, 25, 27]. Energy efficiency, reconfigurability and unprecedented logic density make
FPGAs attractive for high performance CNN processing. Yet difficulties exist to fully make use of such platforms in deep learning
applications. The first challenge is to deal with the large problem
size. Motivated by the huge amount of operations required by spatial convolution (the convolution that performs sliding window
operation of the kernel over the image), alternatives such as Winograd transform [15] and frequency domain convolution [18] have
been proposed. Recent implementations of these algorithms have
shown promising results [5, 28]. The other challenge lies in large
variance of the parameters among different convolution layers,
such as the image size, kernel size and number of feature maps. For
resource efficiency, the same hardware module is reused for different layers. Yet some hardware modules don’t have the flexibilty to
perform well under the computational requirements of different
CNN layers. A design containing such modules is very inefficient,
because large amounts of runtime reconfiguration will be required
by the many layers in a deep CNN. In addition, the design space of
feasible hardware designs over all the layers can be huge. Limited
design space exploration in [16] takes as long as 5 hours on two
desktops.
In this work, we improve the performance of CNNs running
on FPGAs by identifying designs that perform well on all convolution layers. We propose an optimization flow with algorithmarchitecture co-design, based on convolution in frequency domain.
To deal with the variance of image sizes and kernel sizes, we propose
a dual operation of Overlap and Add (OaA) [12], called Concatenate
and Pad (CaP). We prove that frequency domain convolution using
CaP-OaA performs equally well as the native frequency domain
convolution in terms of number of operations. Yet the CaP-OaA
approach needs no hardware reconfiguration for different layers,
while the native frequency domain convolution incurs significant
reconfiguration overhead for every layer. We further propose a
hybrid algorithm which combines OaA and CaP-OaA with the native frequency domain convolution. The hybrid algorithm is able
to specifically optimize either throughput or latency for a given
CNN. To address the variance in the number of feature maps, we
go into the architecture level by proposing an efficient design space

exploration algorithm. We first develop high performance hardware modules to support our hybrid convolution algorithm, and
derive an analytical performance model for our architecture. Our
design space exploration algorithm is based on the observation that
optimal configuration of a single layer is a good indication for the
optimal configuration of the entire network. Thus the design space
for a complete CNN can be bounded by the local optimum of each
individual layer.
The main contributions of this work are:
• We analyze the complexity of frequency domain convolution using Overlap and Add (OaA) specifically in the CNN
context. We propose a dual operation of OaA called Concatenate and Add (CaP), and design a hybrid algorithm
that combines OaA, CaP and the native frequency domain
convolution.
• We show that the hybrid algorithm significantly reduces
the computation complexity for a wide range of CNN models. Compared with spatial convolution, it results in 57.5%
reduction in the number of operations for AlexNet, without
needing for runtime reconfiguration.
• We derive a comprehensive performance model which
takes into account details of the CNN and hardware constraints such as peak bandwidth to external memory, and
available on-chip memory, logic and DSP resources. We
propose a methodology to significantly reduce the design
space of this performance model.
• We develop a highly-optimized hardware design, with each
individual modules in the form of parameterized soft IP
cores. The building blocks such as run-time configurable
2D FFT module can be easily configured for different CNNs
and FPGAs.
• We implement our design on the Intel HARP heterogeneous platform, where the FPGA is responsible for our hybrid algorithm, and the CPU performs other light-weight
operations such as overlapping and padding.
• We demonstrate our design methodology by developing
two designs for AlexNet, one optimized for high throughput and the other for low latency respectively. The designs
show throughput of 163.4 GOPS and latency of 12.4 ms on
the Intel HARP platform [1].

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

State-of-the-art convolutional neural networks for image classification can achieve very high accuracy over a thousand input
categories [14, 24]. A CNN is formed by stacking various layers
together. A typical design includes four types of layers: convolution
layers, rectified linear unit (ReLU) layers, pooling layers and fully
connected layers. Convolution layers extract features out of the input 2D images. Pooling layers enable the network to gradually shift
its focus from local features to global features. ReLU layers add nonlinearity into the network. Finally, the partially processed features
are fed into fully connected layers to complete the classification.

2.1

Convolution in Frequency Domain

Let the input matrix to a convolution layer be I , whose dimension
is fin × limд × limд ; the kernel of the layer be K, whose dimension

is fout × fin × lker n × lker n . The convolution layer does the convolution operation over the last two dimensions of I and K, and
accumulates over fin dimension. As a result, the output to that
0
0
layer is of dimension fout × limд × limд .
Spatial convolution basically performs sliding window operation. Alternatively, a more efficient algorithm is by computing in
the frequency domain [18]. Convolution in the spatial domain is
equivalent to Hadamard product (◦) in the frequency domain. The
algorithm is summarized by Equation 1, where F is Fourier transform, and F −1 denotes inverse Fourier transform.


I ∗ K = F −1 F (I ) ◦ F (K)

(1)

There are two noteworthy points. First of all, typical convolution is companied by stride S. Striding is applied directly to the
sliding window in spatial convolution, and can be achieved in the
frequency domain by subsampling the output matrix after the inverse Fourier transform. Secondly, the I and K matrix need to be
padded to the same size before the Fourier transform. This ensures
that the Hadamard product is valid. Since the input images to the
first few convolution layers are quite large, computing FFT on the
full I matrix is not always preferable. We analyze the frequency
domain convolution with various image sizes in Section 3.

2.2

Overlap and Add (OaA)

To avoid the operation on a large matrix, the idea is to divide the
original image matrix into smaller tiles. After performing frequency
domain operation on each tile with the kernel, the resulting tiles
are combined to form the final output [2].
The following describes the basic procedures of computing FFT
using Overlap and Add (OaA) technique. Given an limд ×limд input
image I and an lker n × lker n kernel K, we convolve them using N
point 2D FFT units (subject to N > lker n ). First, we divide I into
tiles Ti,inj of size lt il e ×lt il e (where lt il e +lker n − 1 = N ). Then after
zero padding to size N ×N , we can compute the intermediate output
tiles using Equation 2. To get the final matrix R, we move the output
tiles Ti,out
j so that pixel (0, 0) of each tile is overlapped with pixel
(i · lt il e , j · lt il e ) of R. Each pixel in R is the sum of corresponding
pixels in Ri, j . The operation is summarized by Equation 3.


−1
Ti,out
F (Ti,inj ) ◦ F (K)
j =F
R[p][q] =

(2)

X

Ti,out
j [p − i · l t il e ][q − j · l t il e ]
i, j

where



 0 6 p − i · lt il e < lt il e
0 6 q − j · l
t il e < l t il e


(3)

In the above equations, the square brackets [∗][∗] indicates the
pixel index within the 2D matrix and all indices i, j, p, q starts from
0.
The Overlap and Add technique together with convolution in
frequency domain reduces the complexity of spatial convolution
2
2
2
from O(limд
· lker
) to O(limд
· log lker n ) [12] for a single frame.
n
Further analysis of such complexity in the CNN context will be
conducted in Section 3.

Table 1: AlexNet Specification

2.3

Layer

Image Size

Kernel Size

Input Features

CONV1

224 × 224

11 × 11

3 (RGB)

CONV2

55 × 55

5×5

96

CONV3

27 × 27

3×3

256

CONV4

13 × 13

3×3

384

CONV5

13 × 13

3×3

384

CNN Models

ImageNet competition in recent years has produced many welldesigned CNNs for image classification [14, 24]. Popular designs
use multiple convolution layers which gradually extract features
from local to global scale when proceeding to deeper layers. The
computation is conducted on data of high dimensions (images:
Batch × fin ×limд ×limд ; kernels: fout × fin ×lker n ×lker n ), where
Batch specifies the size for batch processing. From the specifications
shown in Table 1 , we observe how the network extracts out more
and more features when images are transformed to lower and lower
resolution.

2.4

CNN Accelerators

To speedup the inferencing of large scale CNNs, much effort has
been spent with the help of dedicated hardware accelerators. Projects
in [16, 23, 25, 27] target at spatial convolution. They optimize the
hardware by applying techiniques such as loop tiling/unrolling and
data mapping. Little optimization is done from the computation
complexity point of view, and the design space of their designs can
be huge. On the other hand, works in [5, 9, 28] attempt to apply
Winograd transform or frequency domain convolution to reduce
the number of operations. The promising results shown by them
inspire further study into these algorithms. Our work proceeds
from [28] to further optimize frequency domain convolution on
FPGAs with a novel algorithm-architecture co-design.

3

ALGORITHM LEVEL OPTIMIZATION

Performing convolution in frequency
domain will reduce

 the com2 ·l 2
2 ·f ·
putation complexity from O limд
·
f
·
f
to
O
limд
in out
in
 ker n
2
fout + limд
· log limд · (fin + fout ) for inference [18]. This analysis
is based on the assumption that the FFT size is equal to the image
size, and FFT is conducted on the entire input image. We refer to the
convolution under such assumption as the native frequency domain
convolution. We should note that the above complexity equation
sets the theoretical lower bound, under the assumption hard to be
satisfied by realistic hardware. Generally, variance in the image
sizes is very large for different layers, and the target hardware does
not have such high flexibility for FFT of various sizes. Efficient FFT
hardware designs such as the radix-x based architecture [11] can
only support limited number of distinct FFT sizes (e.g., sizes of x i )
under reasonable amount of runtime reconfiguration. In addition,
even if the hardware is able to support all the FFT sizes required by

different layers, using such hardware results in low resource efficiency, since the gap between the maximum and minimum image
sizes is very large. The problem of hardware runtime inflexibility is
addressed by the OaA technique, as tiling mitigates image scaling
across layers. Although recent FPGA implementation of CNNs using OaA has shown good performance [28], a detailed analysis of
this technique specifically in the CNN context is needed to optimize
the implementation.
This section proposes two general algorithmic optimizations
which reduce the computation complexity of frequency domain
convolution at low hardware cost. Starting from the OaA complexity
analysis when applied to CNN, we first propose a hybrid algorithm
combining frequency domain convolution with and without OaA.
We show that this approach performs well for both large and small
images, and requires only small FFT sizes. Then we further improve
the algorithm’s flexibility and performance by proposing a dual
operation of OaA, which we call Concatenate and Pad (CaP). Due
to the limited number of FFT sizes supported in hardware, we
propose a second hybrid algorithm combining OaA and OaA-CaP
with the native frequency domain convolution. It achieves further
computation complexity reduction and hardware simplification
without requiring any FFT hardware reconfiguration. The proposed
algorithm is a key component in our algorithm-architecture codesign.

3.1

Optimization for Images of Different Scales

Image scaling is common in CNNs. Table 1 shows that from the first
convolution layer to the last, images shrink more than 17 times in
AlexNet. The kernel sizes are reduced accordingly. Previous study
[28] dealt with images of different scales by partitioning the large
images using OaA. We further analyze the computation complexity
of the OaA approach when applied to CNNs, and show how FFT of
small sizes can reduce the number of operations significantly for
all convolution layers.
By using OaA, we perform FFT, Hadamard product and IFFT
on each input tile. Following the notation in Section 2.2, the total
number of operations needed by convolving a full image can be
calculated as:

O tot al = O t il e, F FT + O t il e,H adamar d + O t il e, I F FT
(4)
 j limд + lker n − 1 k2
+ O t il e,OaA ·
N − lker n + 1
where:
O t il e, F FT
O t il e, I F FT
O t il e, H adamar d
O t il e,OaA

= C 1 · N 2 · log N · fin
= C 2 · N 2 · log N · fout
= C 2 · N 2 · fin · fout
= C 3 · N · (lker n − 1)fout

And C ∗ are constants for the cost of addition or multiplication.
Previous work [12, 28] note that this equation is asymptotically
2
bounded by O(limд
· log N ), and considers it to be superior to
2
the native FFT whose complexity is O(limд
· log limд ). We argue
that this conclusion is valid only for single frame convolution and
does not apply to CNNs when fin , fout come into picture. Most of
the time except for the first layer, fin , fout are at least as large as
N or limд , so for the domain of the CNN problem, O t il e, F FT and

3.2
Giga Operations
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Spatial
FFT-hybd
OaA-16
OaA-32
OaA-64
OaA-128

3
2
1
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5

Convolution layers

Figure 1: AlexNet: Effect of FFT size on total number of operations. “FFT-hybd" is produced by the hybrid algorithm using native FFT convolution and FFT convolution with OaA.
O t il e, I F FT are much less than O t il e, H adamar d (log N  fin , fout ).
Thus, the complexity of OaA when applied to CNN should instead
2
be O(limд
· fin · fout ). Equation 4 can be approximated as:

The analysis of Section 3.1 on both OaA based and the native FFT neglects the wasted computation incurred by image padding to match
FFT sizes. However, this may result in sub-optimality implementations due to the limitations of realistic FFT hardware. Without
reasonable amount of reconfiguration, high performance FFT hardware is only able to support limited number of different FFT sizes.
As an example, consider the case of radix-4 FFT design. The FFT
sizes of 4, 16, 64, 256 need to handle images of any sizes ranging
from ten to several hundred.
The key problem is mismatch between image sizes and FFT
sizes. Since we have little control over the FFT sizes under the
hardware constraints, we address this problem by changing image
sizes through input data reshaping.
Algorithm 1 Operations by a convolution layer
1:
2:
3:

!
limд + lker n − 1 2
appr ox
O t ot al ≈ C 2 · fin · fout ·
1 − (lker n − 1)/N

(5)

The domain of N is: lker n − 1 < N 6 limд + lker n − 1.
∂O = −C ·
N
Note that ∂N
4 (N −l
3 ; Thus we observe that:
k er n +1)
(1) number of operations decreases as N increases; (2) the benefit of increasing N diminishes when N becomes sufficiently larger
than (lker n − 1). By Observation (1), N should not fall in the left end
region of its domain. By Observation (2), N should not be in the right
end region. In this case, there is little benefit to increase N to match
the image size when limд is very large. Thus, it can be concluded
that the middle ground between (lker n − 1) and (limд + lker n − 1)
is the most suitable region for N .
The motivation for OaA is to avoid using large-size FFT when
dealing with large images. Thus, for small images, we can simply
apply native frequency domain convolution. Then the number of
operations equals to C 2 · fin · fout · (N 0 )2 , where N 0 is the smallest
FFT size such that N 0 > limд + lker n − 1. We can use the hybrid
algorithm that uses the frequency domain convolution with OaA,
as well as the native frequency domain convolution.
Figure 1 illustrates our analysis for AlexNet. By using the OaA
technique, FFT with small variance in sizes can process quite well
images of different scales. The green line shows the performance
of the hybrid frequency domain algorithm. The first two layers use
OaA based convolution for 32, 16 points, and the last three layers
use native frequency convolution for 32, 16, 16 points respectively.
Compared with spatial convolution, our approach reduces the number of operations by 50.6%, using only two small FFT sizes of 16
and 32.
This section proposes an optimization by applying OaA in the
CNN context. The optimization greatly relieves the reconfiguration requirement for FFT hardware, while preserving the native
frequency domain convolution’s advantage in terms of computation complexity. We will show in the next section our second
optimization, which further reduces the number of operations and
completely eliminates the need for hardware reconfiguration.

Optimization for Exploiting Limited
Number of FFT Sizes

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

procedure ConvLayer
. I is the input image array
. K is the kernel array
for ib = 1 to Batch do
for iout = 1 to fout do
for i in = 1 to fin do
T in [ib ][iout ][i in ] ← I [ib ][i in ] ∗ K[iout ][i in ]
end for
fP
in
T out [ib ][iout ] ←
T in [ib ][iout ][j]
j=1

end for
end for
end procedure

The operation of the CNN can be summarized by Algorithm 1.
The operation under concern is the convolution in line 7. For the
nested loop, we would like to manipulate one of the Batch, fout ,
fin dimensions so that limд of image I can be resized. Index ib
takes effect on I and is independent of K, so Batch is the appropriate dimension. We refer to the manipulation of Batch and limд
dimensions as the reshaping of input data.
We propose a dual operation of OaA, Concatenate and Pad (CaP),
and apply it together with OaA to have the flexibility on the limд
dimension. We need to ensure that reshaping does not affect the
output result of convolution, and introduces negligible overhead.
We define the CaP operation as follow. Given a set of d 2 images
I of equal size limд × limд , we arrange the images in a d × d mesh,
with x pixels of zero value between the vertically or horizontally
adjacent images. CaP outputs a large image I CaP by concatenating
I and the zero pixels in between. x is defined as the size of zero
padding. Figure 2 illustrates such process. The following theorem
shows that by choosing appropriate x, we can produce the correct
output of convolution:
Theorem 3.1. For a given kernel K of size lker n × lker n , the
convolution using K on a set of images I is identical to performing
convolution using K on I CaP iff the padding x is at least lker n − 1.
Proof. The proof of xmin = lker n − 1 can be done from the
perspective of spatial or frequency domain convolution. We prove

1
1

2

2

3
%&'
!"#$

!"#$

Figure 2: Illustration of the CaP algorithm.
the theorem by OaA in frequency domain to illustrate the dual
operation.
Define as the partition operation by OaA. (I, lt il e ) outputs
a set of tiles after partitioning I into lt il e × lt il e tiles T . Define
⊕k as the concatenation operation. ⊕k (I ) outputs a large image by
concatenating the 2D mesh of {I } with k pixels of margin between
adjacent images; ⊕−k (I ) outputs an image by concatenating the
2D mesh of I with k pixels of overlap between adjacent images.
Define T p as the matrix by zero-padding T with p pixels after the
last pixels along the two dimensions.
Performing convolution after CaP can be expressed by the following set of equations:

m

ker n

CaP + l
j limд
ker n − 1 k2 Ni2
· 2
Ni − (lker n − 1)
d
j
k2 Ni2
=C 2 · fin · fout · d · Ki · 2
d

OCaP −OaA =C 2 · fin · fout ·

(6)

The minimum computation complexity can thus be obtained by
the following inequality:
2
2
OCaP −OaA > C 2 · fin · fout · Ki2 · Ni2 > C 2 · fin · fout · Km
· Nm
N −(l

−1)

ker n
We can set d as a multiple of gcd (l +l m −1,
Nm −(l k e r n −1))
imд k e r n
to eliminate the ceiling function, and choose Ni = Nm . Then
2 · N2 .
min{OCaP −OaA } = C 2 · fin · fout · Km
m
min
2
2
Thus, OCaP
=
C
·
f
·
f

2 in
out · Km · Nm .
−OaA

Corollary 3.3. The computation complexity of CaP-OaA is always no higher than OaA. The minimum ratio of CaP-OaA’s number
K

Nm 2
m
of operations over OaA’s number of operations is maxi dK
.
e · Ni
i

I CaP = ⊕x (I )
{I x } = limд +x (I CaP )


T =F −1 F ((I x )lk er n −1 ) ◦ F (K x +limд −1 )
=I x ∗ K = (I ∗ K)x = T∗x
I CaP ∗ K = ⊕−(lk er n −1) (T ) = ⊕ −(lk er n −1) (T∗x )
= ⊕x −(lk er n −1) (T∗ )
= ⊕x −(lk er n −1) (I ∗ K)
From the ⊕x −(lk e r n −1) operator in the last step, it can be concluded that convolution on I CaP is identical to convolution on the
set of I , iff x − (lker n − 1) > 0. Thus, the minimum value of x to
avoid aliasing between adjacent images is (lker n − 1).

Based on Theorem 3.1, we can CaP the images from a batch so
2
that input of Batch × fin × fout × limд
is reshaped to Batch
× fin ×
d2

CaP )2 , where l CaP = d · l
fout × (limд
imд + (d − 1) · lker n , and d is
imд
referred to as the Batch folding factor. We can then apply the OaA
CaP to complete the convolution. Abbreviate FFT
technique on Iimд
based convolution with OaA as OaA, and FFT based convolution
with CaP and OaA as CaP-OaA. We analyze in a convolution layer,
how much improvement can be brought by CaP-OaA compared
with OaA and the native approach. We assume that the hardware
supports the following FFT sizes: N = [N 1 , N 2 , ..., Nm ], where N 1 <
N 2 < ... < Nm . Theorem 3.2 evaluates the optimal complexity for
+l

ker n

4

4

l

imд

Proof. Based on Equation 4, the complexity of CaP-OaA approach averaged for a single image is:

()*
3

Theorem 3.2. The minimum computation complexity of CaP ap2 ·N 2 , where C is some constant. To
plied to a CNN is C 2 · fin · fout ·Km
2
m
achieve such complexity, the Batch folding factor should be a multiple
N −(l k e r n −1)
of gcd (l +l m −1,
.
N −(l
−1))

−1

k er n
CaP-OaA. Let Ki = Nimд
.
i −(l k er n −1)

Corollary 3.4. The computation complexity of CaP-OaA is lower
than native FFT if NNml > Kl (where Nl denotes the minimum FFT size
such that Nl > limд + lker n − 1). The minimum ratio of CaP-OaA’s
number of operations over native frequency domain convolution’s

2
number of operations is KmN·Nm .
l

The corollaries can be easily proven by directly comparing the
optimal CaP-OaA complexity with the optimal OaA complexity and
the optimal native approach complexity. For OaA, since we have
no further information to evaluate the effect of the ceiling function,
we need to calculate dKi e · Ni for all Ni 6 limд + lker n − 1.
Figure 3 shows the effect of including CaP in the frequency domain convolution. We compare the algorithm of CaP-OaA, with the
hybrid algorithm using native approach and OaA. We plot under
two different FFT constraints. The blue points are under the assumption of N = {4, 16, 64, 256}. The red dots show the performance in
the case of more hardware support, N = {4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256}.
The kernel size is assumed to be 3 × 3. There are very few points
where CaP-OaA is slightly worse than the native approach. Most
of the time, for both FFT sequences, the extra flexibility brought by
CaP benefits the computation complexity significantly.
One additional benefit of applying CaP-OaA is that it makes
one-size FFT sufficient for all layers. Images in deeper layers can
be CaP-transformed to eliminate the domain constraint of N 6
limд + lker n − 1 discussed in Section 3.1. Evaluation on AlexNet
shows that the CaP-OaA technique reduces 57.5% of computation
compared with spatial convolution, using only one-size FFT of size
32.

Reduction in Computation Complexity by CaP
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Figure 3: Effect of CaP optimization. y axis is calculated by dividing the number of operations of CaP-OaA by the number of
operations of the hybrid algorithm discussed in Section 3.1.

The various optimization techniques discussed so far can be viewed
in a unified way. By setting Batch folding factor to 1, Cap-OaA
reduces to OaA. By setting N = limд + lker n − 1, OaA reduces to
the native frequency domain convolution. Note that, there is no
pre-processing overhead incurred by OaA or CaP. CaP completely
eliminates the need to reconfigure hardware when processing different layers.
We can perform optimization by an hybrid algorithm that combines all the three techniques: native approach, OaA and CaP-OaA.
The three algorithms can be applied separately on different layers. Significant reduction in computation complexity can thus be
achieved for arbitrary CNNs with very little hardware.
We should also notice that CaP is based on batch processing. In
this case, although throughput is further optimized, latency may
be compromised. Thus, using hybrid algorithm that uses OaA and
native algorithm can result in a low latency design, while further
inclusion of CaP-OaA can result in a high throughput design.

The radix-x N -point streaming 1D FFT architecture consists of
logx N computation stages. To meet the bandwidth requirement of
input data, we can fold each stage f F FT times so that input parallelism of stage 0 is decreased from N words to N /f F FT . Streaming
permutation of size mi = xNi −1 is required between stages i and (i +1)
to support folding [6]. Thus, the total memory consumption by the
P
permutation network for the logx N stages is: 2N + mi ≈ 3N ,
where the 2N term is due to the bit-reversal in the last stage [7].
To perform the matrix transpose of size N × N between the two
phases of 2D FFT, we utilize the Streaming Permutation Network
(SPN) proposed in [8]. The SPN can perform arbitrary stride permutation by the in-place permutation in time algorithm. The SPN
only requires size N × N single-port memory.
Our proposed streaming 2D FFT module consists of P F FT units
of N × N 2D FFT. Each 2D FFT unit can be folded q 2D F FT times
so that it contains N /q 2D F FT pipelines of N -point 1D FFT. Each
1D FFT pipeline can also be folded q 1D F FT times so that the data
parallelism of each pipeline is N /q 1D . The total data parallelism to
2
the 2D FFT module is q1DPF FF TF T·q·N
.
2D F F T

4

4.2

3.3

Discussion on the Various Optimization
Techniques

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

This section gives an overview of the architecture design on FPGA
to perform the hybrid algorithm for frequency domain convolution.
The architecture consists of three main modules to perform FFT,
Hadamard product and IFFT operations on the image and kernel
data.

4.1

Streaming 2D FFT Module

The 2D FFT on an N ×N matrix involves two phases of computation.
In the first phase, we perform N -point 1D FFT on the N rows of
the input matrix. In the second phase, we perform N -point 1D FFT
on the N columns of phase 1’s output matrix. Matrix transpose
operation is involved between the two phases. We design resource
efficient hardware for both the 1D FFT and the matrix transpose
operation.

Multiply-and-Accumulate Module

The Hadamard product is performed by the Multiply-and-Accumulate
(MAC) module. Inputs to the MAC module are the kernel and image
tiles after the Fourier transform. Outputs of the MAC are the resultant tiles after the Hadamard product computation. The Pimд image
tiles and Pker n kernel tiles fed into the MAC module in one cycle
should have the same index in the fin dimension. Then after fin
cycles, the accumulator can complete the reduction on dimension
fin . Data parallelism of Pimд · Pker n · N 2 is required to support the
full permutation of the set of Pimд image tiles and the set of Pker n
kernel tiles. If input is available every cycle, the output rate of the
MAC module is Pimд · Pker n tiles per fin cycles. The required input
rate for image tiles is Pimд tiles per fout /Pker n cycles. Thus, the
ratio of the input and output rate is fin /fout . We can easily verify
that the MAC module design is work optimal.

CPU

Kernel Buffer

Image Buffer

2D
FFT
DRAM

MAC

MAC

2D
IFFT

FPGA

space to explore. On the other hand, since the same hardware is
deployed for accelerating all the convolution layers of a CNN, it is
non-trivial to identify a global optimal configuration for the entire
CNN.
As a simple example, we consider the input/output rate requirement for an arbitrary architecture designed for the convolution
layer. If the input data is of shape fin × limд × limд and the output
0
0
is of shape fout × limд × limд , then regardless of the underlying
hardware, the required ratio of input to output data rate should be
approximately fin /fout . However, such ratio differs greatly across
layers. For AlexNet, there is a 30x variation between the first and
the last layer.
Given the complexity of the problem, we derive an analytic performance model for the architecture described in Section 4. We
formulate our problem as a non-linear optimization problem and
propose a technique to greatly reduce the design space to be explored.

5.1
Figure 4: Overall System Design
Table 2: Summary of Resource Consumption and Throughput
2D FFT
Logic
Memory
Throughput

MAC

2 · logx N · ( q1DNF F T − 1) ·
N
q 2D F F T · P F FT · L
(2· f 3N +N 2 )·P F FT
2D F F T
P F F T ·N 2
q 1D F F T ·q 2D F F T

·D

Pimд · Pker n · N 2 · L
——
Pimд · Pker n · N 2 /fin

We can also fold the MAC module by q M AC so that the granularity is not an entire N 2 matrix. The data parallelism after folding
is Pimд · Pker n · N 2 /q M AC .

4.3

Overall System Design

The full system design is shown in Figure 4. The FFT modules in
dashed lines before the kernel buffers will be discussed in Section 5.1.
The images tiles are processed by the 2D FFT module before they
are stored in the image buffer. The output tiles are transformed
back to spatial domain by the 2D IFFT modules before they are
written to external memory. We use double buffering technique to
hide the memory latency of image and kernel tiles.
The resource consumption and throughput for the FFT and MAC
modules are summarized in Table 2. Constant L refers to the logic
consumption for one complex number adder and multiplier. D refers
to the memory consumption for one complex number.

5

Data Flow

There have been much discussion on how to design the data flow
so that memory reuse or locality can be exploited to a maximum
extent. Unlike the case of spatial convolution where memory access
pattern in the deep nested loop is complicated, our approach using
frequency domain convolution simplifies the memory design by
the feature of the algorithm. CaP and OaA are analogous to the
loop tiling and unrolling [16] in spatial convolution. Using these
techniques, we can scale up or down the tile and image sizes based
on the available hardware resources. The key difference from spatial convolution is the Hadamard product. It conducts element-wise
operation on the matrices, meaning that all the loop carried dependencies are automatically eliminated. This property ensures that
massive parallelism can be exploited on the FPGA device.
The priority for designing our data flow is to exploit as much
parallelism as possible for the MAC module. During inference, the
kernel data is unchanged, one option is to directly store the kernels
in frequency domain and transfer them to FPGA. This saves FFT
computation on the kernel data. Thus, we have more hardware
resource budget for the MAC module to improve the overall system
throughput. However, the above approach has negative impact on
the system bandwidth. Suppose the convolution in frequency domain uses N -point FFT. Then if we transfer to hardware the kernels
in frequency domain, instead of the original kernels in spatial domain, the total data communication on kernels will increase from
2
O(lker
) to O(N 2 ). Depending on the value of N , lker n and the
n
hardware bandwidth, logic resource, either kind of kernel data flow
can be more suitable. Thus, there is an optional FFT module before
the kernel buffer in Figure 4. In terms of data reuse, we use the image oriented design so that image reuse is maximized. To consume
one image buffer, we reload the kernel buffer several times to make
a full pass of the kernel data.

ARCHITECTURE LEVEL OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we proceed to the optimization at the architecture
level so that we can perform the most efficient mapping for our optimized algorithm, given any CNN and target FPGA. The challenges
are two-folded. On the one hand, the various kinds of hardware
modules as well as the ample resources on chip create a huge design

5.2

Analysis of IO and Computation Cost

The analysis in this section is based on the assumption that kernels
in frequency domain are loaded on FPGA. Then we don’t have
the kernel FFT modules. The analysis in this section can be easily
modified for the other kernel data flow.

We consider the time period in which one image buffer is consumed completely. We call this one round of computation. The peak
throughput of the FFT, MAC and IFFT modules can be found in
Table 2. We denote the peak throughput as TF FT , TM AC and TI F FT
(the equations for them are summarized in Table 2).
The full external bandwidth (Bsys ) is shared by FFT module
(B F FT ), kernel buffer (Bker n ) and IFFT module (B I F FT ). The amount
of data transferred to FFT is D F FT = Mimд , and the amount of data
to kernel buffer is D ker n = fin · fout · N 2 , based on our data reuse
f
scheme. The IFFT module produces D I F FT = fout · D imд amount
in
of output.
O
The IO time trI ound
is determined by the largest time needed by
D F FT , D ker n and D I F FT . Since data is streamed from MAC, IFFT to
external memory, we deal with D I F FT later in the computation cost
calculation. The bandwidth B F FT and Bker n should be assigned
based on the workload D F FT , D ker n as well as the peak throughput
of the subsequent FFT module. This is shown in Equation 7.
)
D F FT
(Bsys − B I F FT ),TF FT
D F FT + D ker n
Bker n =(Bsys − B I F FT ) − B F FT
B F FT = min

(

O
F FT
The IO time is calculated as: trI ound
= D
BF F T
comp
The computation time tr ound is defined as

>

the time period for
consuming one image buffer by the MAC and IFFT module. It is
bounded by the peak throughput of the two modules, as well as
the time for loading the image buffer. The throughput or output
bandwidth of the MAC and IFFT module is shown by Equation 8.
(
)
D I F FT
B I F FT = min I O
,TM AC ,TI F FT
(8)
tr ound

O
By using Equation 7 as well as the relation among trI ound
, D F FT
and D I F FT , we express Equation 8 in the following way:

f

M

5.3

Design Space Exploration

The processing of a convolution layer involves several rounds. Total
time for processing a convolution layer is given by:
tl ayer = fin ·

∗ )2
(limд

Mimд

· tr ound =

∗ )2
fout · (limд
B I F FT

(10)

∗
where limд
is image size after the padding or Batch folding
operation by the hybrid algorithm discussed in Section 3.
The goal of our architecture optimization is to identify the configuration of different modules so that throughput or latency regarding
the entire CNN is optimized. We define tC N N as the time to process
a single image by all convolution layers. For batch processing in
the case of CaP-OaA, tC N N is averaged over the d 2 images in I CaP .
Thus, regardless of the metric being throughput or latency, we
minimize tC N N . We formulate an optimization problem as follow:

(7)

D k er n
B k er n .

(
)
fout
Q
Bsys
B I F FT = min TM AC ,TI F FT ,
TF FT ,
fin
1+Q

2 . We can derive its
example, D ker n is changed to fin · fout · limд
performance model using the similar idea as the above discussion.

(9)

where Q = fout · M +f imд
2.
in
imд in ·f out ·N
Equation 9 shows how the system throughput would be determined by the various hardware resources and the CNN specification.
TM AC , TF FT , TI F FT , Bsys and Mimд captures the hardware constraints of logic resources, external bandwidth and on-chip memory.
fin , fout and N reveal the impact of CNN specification on the hardware performance. The problem is that for different convolution
layers, fin , fout , N differs. We can use the CaP-OaA technique discussed in Section 3 to reduce or even remove the variance of N . We
will deal with the variance of fin and fout in Section 5.3.
comp
I F FT
The computation time for one round is given by: tr ound = D
BI F F T .
In the above design, the image buffer consuming rate never exceeds the producing rate. Thus, the total time of a round is tr ound =
comp
tr ound . For the double-buffering to completely hide the memory
(
)
(f
)
Q
latency, min TM AC ,TI F FT 6 min fout TF FT , 1+Q Bsys has to
in
be satisfied.
For the other kind of design containing the kernel FFT module,
corresponding changes need to be made for the above equations.For

minimize

X

H

layer i

subject to

tliayer

LOGICF FT , MAC, I F FT 6 LOGICsys
MEMORYF FT , MAC, I F FT 6 MEMORYsys

where the set of architectural parameters H includes N , q 1D F FT ,
q 1DI F FT , q 2D F FT , q 2DI F FT , P F FT , P I F FT , Mimд , Mker n , Pimд , Pker n ,
q MAC . The parameters are defined in Section 4 and 5.
LOGICF FT , MAC, I F FT and MEMORYF FT , MAC, I F FT refer to the
logic or on-chip memory consumption by the FFT, MAC, IFFT modules. The terms LOGICsys and MEMORYsys refer to the available
logic and on-chip memory on the FPGA board.
The design space is of very high dimension. We can remove
two variables by the following observation: (1) N can be chosen
by our algorithm level optimization; (2) Mker n does not affect the
performance because of the image oriented data reuse; (3) Pimд ,
Pker n always appear in the form of Pimд · Pker n , The design space
now consists of 9 variables.
The main difficulty in further simplification of this optimization
problem is the min operation in the B I F FT term. This min function
captures what kind of hardware resource is the bottleneck of our
design. The reason why we can not evaluate the min function is
that, for different convolution layers, the bottleneck can be different.
In other words, if our target is to optimize a single layer only, the
design space will be much smaller. For a single layer optimization
problem, we can prove by contradiction that there exists an optimal
configuration where all the hardware resources are fully utilized,
such that:
B I F FT = TMAC = TI F FT =

fout
Q
TF FT =
Bsys
fin
1+Q

(11)

Thus, the original optimization problem now contains three more
equality constraints. The number of free variables in the design
space is reduced from 9 to 6. The new design space is defined by
H 0 = {M F FT , Pimд , q 1D F FT , q 1DI F FT , q 2D F FT , q 2DI F FT }.

For the optimization problem on a complete CNN, we can use the
optimum of a single convolution layer as an indication. Based on
Equation 9 and Table 2, we observe how different hardware modules
or resource become the performance bottleneck when fin and fout
vary with the convolution layers. For the first few layers when fin ,
f
fout are both small and the ratio fout /fin is large, TM AC , fout TF FT
Q

Algorithm 2 Design Space Exploration with Indication
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

procedure DesignSpaceExploration
. Conduct design space exploration on a complete CNN.
. OPT stores the optimum for single layer.
. OPT [i] ∈ H
OPT [] ← NU LL
for i = 0 to Layer l do
Perform design space exploration over H 0
OPT [i] ← optimum for layer i
end for
. Ranдe[d] stores the range of value for dimension d
Ranдe[] ← NU LL
for d = 0 to Dimension D do
Ranдe[d] ← [ mini {OPT [i][d]}, maxi {OPT [i][d]}]
end for
Design space exploration of the entire CNN with the design
space bounded by Ranдe[].
end procedure

The key to our algorithm is that it transforms a large design space
exploration problem into limited number of sub-problems of much
smaller sizes. The design space exploration algorithm implemented
in C++ executes in several minutes on a desktop platform.

6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Experimental Setup
We choose the Intel Heterogeneous Research Platform (HARP) [1]
as our primary experimental platform. The target platform with
integrated CPU and FPGA is shown in Figure 5. Intel HARP is a
pre-production of Intel QuickAssist QPI FPGA Platform where Intel
Xeon E5-2600 v2 processor and Altera Stratix V FPGA are integrated.
The data communication between CPU and FPGA is through a
coherent shared memory workspace. The DRAM access granularity
for FPGA is one cache line width, which is 64 bytes. The CPU
and FPGA communicate through Intel QuickPath Interconnection
(QPI) [29] with 6.4 GT/s theoretical bandwidth1 . The measured
peak bandwidth from the shared memory to FPGA is 5GB/s. The
1 Giga

Transactions per second

...

Core

BRAM

LUTs

...

FPGA

On-chip cache hierarchy

Coherent memory
interface

in

and 1+Q Bsys are of higher value. In this case, TI F FT will be the
bottleneck. Similarly, for deeper layers, the bottleneck may change
to other hardware modules.
We propose an efficient design space exploration algorithm for a
complete CNN, by bounding the design space defined by H with the
optimum for each single layer. The single layer optimum is obtained
by exploring the design space defined by H 0 . The procedure is
shown by Algorithm 2.

1:

Core

CPU

Coherent memory
interface

On-chip
Interconnection

Main memory

System
Interface

Other I/O devices

Figure 5: Target architecture integrating general purpose
processors and FPGA
Altera Stratix V FPGA in HARP has 234720 ALMs and 256 DSP
blocks. The FPGA on-chip memory is of size 6.25MB.
In our experiment, we distribute the workload between CPU and
FPGA as follows. The FPGA performs the FFT, Hadamard product
and IFFT operations for the input image tiles and the kernel tiles.
The CPU is responsible for other light-weight operations including
partitioning the images into tiles and combining the tiles into the
final output, according to the the OaA and CaP algorithm discussed
in Section 3.

6.2

Low Latency or High Throughput Design

Based on our algorithm-architecture co-design, we propose two implementations of AlexNet on the HARP platform. The low-latency
design chooses 64-point FFT for the first two layers, and 16-point
FFT for the last three layers. It uses the hybrid algorithm described
in Section 3.1. The high-throughput design chooses 64-point FFT
for all the five layers. It uses the hybrid algorithm described in
Section 3.2. The data precision is 16-bit fixed point. To save external
memory bandwidth, we use the design containing kernel 2D FFT
modules. Two sets of hardware configuration H are generated by
our architectural design space exploration algorithm, as shown in
Table 4. The data parallelism of the kernel 2D FFT module is 4. For
the two configurations, the high throughout design requires configuration 1, and the low latency design requires both configuration 1
and 2. The low latency design switches between the two different
configurations by runtime reconfiguration. The radix-4 FFT design
explained in Section 4.1 can change between 16-point and 64-point
without too much overhead in time or hardware resource. In our
design, it is realized by bypassing the last stage of the 64-point 1D
FFT pipeline. For the MAC module, note that in Table 4, the data
parallelism of MAC for the two configurations are the same. Thus,
the only thing to do for MAC module reconfiguration is to change
the memory read locations into the image and kernel buffers. Note
that no runtime reconfiguration is involved in the high throughput
design. This is one benefit of using the CaP algorithm.

6.3

Performance Evaluation

We compare our work with the state-of-the-art AlexNet implementations on FPGAs, as shown in Table 3. We report the throughput
and latency for all the five convolution layers of AlexNet. The host

Table 3: Comparison with Other AlexNet Implementations on FPGAs

FPGA
Frequency (MHz)
Precision
DSP Utilization
Logic Utilization
On-chip RAM
Latency (ms)
Throughput (GOPS)

DATE’16 [21]

FPGA’16 [25]

FPL’16 [17]

FPGA’17 [28]

Virtex-7 VC707
160
Fixed 32-bit
2688 (96%)
45K (9%)
543 (53%)
–
147.82

Stratix-V GSD8
–
Fixed 8-16 bits
234 (91.4%)
152K (65%)
1744 (71%)
20.1
72.4

Stratix-V GXA7
100
Fixed 8-16 bits
256 (100%)
121K (52%)
1552 (61%)
12.75
114.5

Stratix-V GXA7
200
Floating 32-bit
224(87.5%)
201K (86%)
2000 (80%)
40.81
83.0

Table 4: Hardware Configuration of the Two Designs
Conf.

M imд (M B)

1

2.4

2

2.4

P M AC ·N 2
q M AC

P F F T ·N 2
q 1D F F T ·q 2D F F T

P I F F T ·N 2
q 1D I F F T ·q 2D I F F T

1·642
4
4·162
1

1·642
32·16
1·162
8·4

1·642
64·16
1·162
16·4

CPU computes concurrently with FPGA for other operations involved in the CNN. The CPU processing time completely overlaps
with the processing time of the FPGA.
The performance of our two designs is as expected. The low latency design achieves latency of 12.4 ms, which is lower than all the
other implementations listed in Table 3. The high throughput design
achieves throughput of 163.4 GOPS, which is the best among all the
listed implementations. The performance improvement comes from
the two-level optimization discussed in the previous sections. The
algorithmic optimization reduces the required number of operations, and the architectural optimization identifies the most suitable
configuration of the hardware modules. The architectures of the
high throughput and the low latency designs are very similar. The
same hardware can be reused by the two designs with optional
runtime reconfiguration of the 2D FFT modules.
To get deeper understanding of our implementation, we analyze
the experiment data based on Equation 9. Table 5 shows the FPGA
throughput for each convolution layer in the case of the low latency
design. The middle columns show the peak throughput achievable
given the hardware configuration of FFT, MAC, IFFT, and the peak
bandwidth to external memory.
Table 5: Analysis on the Bottleneck of Our System (Low Latency Design). Unit of the values: ComplexW ord/Sec

CONV1
CONV2
CONV3
CONV4
CONV5

TM AC

TI F FT

fout
f in T F FT

Q
1+Q Bsys

Bottleneck

341.3
10.7
4.0
2.7
2.7

8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

128.0
10.7
6.0
4.0
2.7

6.1
4.2
3.2
1.9
1.8

Bsys
Bsys
Bsys
Bsys
Bsys

Our Design
Low Latency
High Throughput
Stratix-V GXA7
200
Fixed 16-bit
232(90.6%)
200K (85%)
2143 (85%)
12.4
117.7

Stratix-V GXA7
200
Fixed 16-bit
256 (100%)
199K (85%)
2130 (85%)
51.2
163.4

From Table 5, we conclude that the external bandwidth is the
bottleneck of the system. This observation is verified by the measured latency. The single image classification latency should be at
least the data transfer time of image data, kernel data and output
data. The time tmem can be easily calculated by dividing the total
amount of data with the peak memory bandwidth. The measured
latency of 12.4ms is very close to tmem , meaning that our design
saturates the memory bandwidth. Given a system with higher external memory bandwidth, the performance of our design can be
further improved.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel algorithm-architecture co-design
methodology to improve the latency or throughput of large scale
CNNs on FPGAs. Our design was based on two observations on
state-of-the-art CNNs – large variance in image sizes limд , and large
variance in the number of feature maps fin and fout . Our algorithm
optimization was based on the OaA technique applied to frequency
domain convolution. To address the variance of limд , we proposed
a dual operation of OaA called Concatenate and Pad (CaP). This
technique reduces the computation complexity of convolution, and
eliminate the hardware overhead for runtime reconfiguration. To
address the variance of fin and fout , we proposed a system design
to support our algorithmic optimization. We further formulated
the analytical performance model for our system. We derived an
efficient design space exploration algorithm by reducing the number
of variables using the optimum related with a single convolution
layer.
We demonstrated our co-design methodology by implementing two designs of AlexNet on the Intel HARP platform. Our lowlatency implementation achieved latency of 12.4 ms, and our highthroughput implementation achieved throughput of 163 GOPS. Our
implementations outperform state-of-the-art implementations of
AlexNet on FPGAs significantly.
In the future, we will further generalize the co-design methodology to support wider range of CNNs and FPGAs. We will implement
techniques such as layer partitioning to handle the cases where
on-chip memory is not large enough for a large fin value. We will
also compare our work with GPU and multi-core implementations.
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